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ABSTRACT
In mobile networks, IMSI-Catchers identify and track users simply

by requesting all users’ permanent identities (IMSI) in range. The

5G standard attempts to fix this issue by encrypting the perma-

nent identifier (now SUPI) and transmitting the SUCI. Since the

encrypted SUCI is re-generated with an ephemeral key for each use,

an attacker can no longer derive the user’s identity. However, this

scheme does not prevent all tracking and linking: if the identity of a

user is already known, an attacker can probe users for that identity.
We demonstrate a proof-of-concept 5G SUCI-Catcher attack

in a 5G standalone network. Based on prior work on linkability

through the Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA) procedure,

we introduce an attack variant that enables practical, repeatable

attacks. We capture encrypted SUCIs and use the AKA-procedure

to link the encrypted identities between sessions. This answers Is
user X present now? — a typical scenario for IMSI-Catchers. We

analyze the attack’s scalability, discuss real-world applicability, and

possible countermeasures by network operators.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Tracking prevention is an important security and privacy goal of

mobile networks: only the operator should know the identity and

location of users [1, 5.1.1]. In reality, however, the previous mobile

network generations (2G, 3G, 4G) suffer from shortcomings in the

standard that enable the tracking of users. One expectation for the

5th generation (5G) of mobile networks was to solve this issue.
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The most popular and widespread radio-layer tracking technique

involves IMSI-Catchers (sometimes called Stingrays), used by law

enforcement agencies and others for surveillance [9, 20]. Commer-

cial IMSI-Catchers work as a Fake Base Station, i. e., they copy the

identity of the real network and actively request the user’s perma-

nent identity [18]. Any user within range eventually connects to

the IMSI-Catcher and thus unwillingly exposes his or her identity.

There are two main use cases: i) Who is currently nearby? The at-
tacker records the identity of all nearby users. ii) Is a particular
individual present? Here, the attacker checks if a known Person of

Interest (PoI) is within reach of the IMSI-Catcher.

5G standalone (SA) deployments promise a countermeasure

against IMSI-Catchers: the Subscription Permanent Identifier (SUPI)

(equivalent to the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI))

can be concealed (i. e., encrypted) with the network operator’s

public key, yielding the so-called Subscription Concealed Identi-

fier (SUCI) [2]. Only the operator can decrypt the identifier and

thus attackers cannot derive the permanent identity anymore. Fur-

thermore, the user’s device generates a fresh SUCI for every trans-

mission. Thereby, users should be untraceable.

This paper investigates to which extent the SUCI encryption

scheme keeps its privacy promises in practice. We build upon weak-

nesses in the AKA procedure that enable user linkability [6–8]. We

extend the existing weakness to the 5G SUCI scheme and concep-

tualize a SUCI-Catcher attack. As a result, the SUCI-Catcher can

verify if a specific, known subscriber is present in proximity of the

SUCI-Catcher, despite the encryption of the permanent identity

in 5G-SA networks. Further, we scale the attack to confirm the

presence of multiple subscribers, implement the first over-the-air

SUCI-Catcher attack, and provide real-world evaluations.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

• We evaluate the SUPI-SUCI concealment and find that an

active Machine-in-the-Middle (MitM) can verify the pres-

ence of an individual. We enhance the SUCI-Catcher attack

to track multiple users, in particular, we can check for the

presence of more than 500 Persons of Interest (PoI) within

60 seconds in a lab setting.

• We demonstrate the feasibility of the SUCI-Catcher in a 5G

standalone network against a commercial phone. We explore

the practical limits of the attack’s scalability, imposed by the

phone and network. Our results show that SUCI-Catchers

are applicable in practice and scale well if operators take no
countermeasures like rate-limiting. We test three networks

and found they already throttle the AKA-procedure.

• We discuss the attack implication for users and possible

mitigation on top of the current standard. We hope this

enables operators to deploy SUCI encryption effectively and

drives further security efforts within the 3GPP.
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Figure 1: TheAuthentication andKeyAgreement (AKA) Pro-
cedure as part of the user registration.

Disclosure Process. We have reported our findings via the GSMA

CVD program [14] and discuss the response in Section 5. Our find-

ings do not expose immediate security risks in any networks, in-

stead, we examine the SUCI feature in a practical lab setting to

understand the level of protection it offers once deployed.

2 BACKGROUND
We briefly introduce the basics of mobile networks, with a focus

on IMSI-Catcher attacks and the 5G security measures to mitigate

these attacks. We assume that networks and phones transitioned

to 5G-only so that these security measures are effective and cannot

be circumvented by 2G/3G/4G issues.

2.1 5G Networks
User Equipment (UE). The UE (essentially the modem) stores a

permanent identifier and permanent key on a Universal Subscriber

Identity Module (USIM) card. With these credentials, user and net-

work establish mutual authentication (see Section 2.2). Three iden-

tifiers are important: the permanent identifier SUPI (4G: IMSI), the

concealed identifier SUCI, and the temporary identifier 5G-GUTI.

Base Stations. Base Stations create the wireless network. Within

this paper, we assume that base stations simply forward all messages

between the user equipment and the core network.

Core Network. The back-end core network performs all manage-

ment tasks and traffic routing. Most significantly for this work, it

handles authentication and key agreement.

2.2 Registration & Authentication Procedures
Figure 1 shows the basic message exchange for user registration and

authentication: The user establishes the connection with an initial

Registration Request message containing the user’s identity. Usually,

the user transmits a temporary identity or the SUCI. The network

can request the permanent identity if the temporary identity can-

not be resolved. For simplicity, we assume that the 5G Registration

Request always contains the SUCI. Subsequently, the Authentica-

tion and Key Agreement (AKA) procedure mutually authenticates

user and network. All messages of the AKA are unprotected: User

Equipment and network can only activate message encryption after
agreeing on a session key.

2.3 IMSI-Catchers
IMSI-Catchers are known to attack devices to identify and track

users. In this section, we focus on the question: How can IMSI-
Catchers find out the identity of surrounding users?

Attacker Capabilities. Commercially available IMSI-Catchers op-

erate as active Fake Base Station [18]. We assume that the at-

tacker can relay messages to the real network as a MitM; sev-

eral studies found this possible with freely available open-source

projects [10, 15, 21, 23].

Fake Base Station. On the radio layer, base stations broadcast

their identifiers without protection against tampering. That means

an attacker can create a fake base station just by broadcasting the

same identifier as the real network. The fake cell does not have

access to any secrets and cannot proceed beyond the security acti-

vation after the key agreement procedure, however, that is enough

to send the unprotected Identity Request (cf. Figure 1) and other pre-

authentication messages [22]. Technically, attacks that confirm the

presence of prior known subscribers are called IMSI-probing rather

than IMSI-catching. However, we think this technicality hinders

the general discussion on practical, effective surveillance, where

the term IMSI-Catcher refers to Fake Base Stations that carry out

all sorts of attacks.

Cell Selection. The smartphone’s baseband modem continuously

monitors the signal strength of nearby cells. If a nearby cell has a

stronger or higher-quality signal, themodem selects the cell without

interaction from user or operating system. The modem cannot

distinguish fake cells from legitimate ones, thereby, eventually

connects to in-range IMSI-Catchers.

Use Cases. Park et al. cover detailed modes of operation for 20

models of IMSI-Catchers [18]. By logging the identity of nearby

users, IMSI-Catchers usually serve two goals:

(1) Mass Surveillance: The device operates with high power or in
very frequented places to record as many people as possible.

For example, this could act as a snapshot of all individuals

who participate in a political demonstration. Law enforce-

ment agencies could subsequently request personal data

from the mobile operator using the IMSI.

(2) Targeted Attacks and Location Monitoring: Another scenario
is surveillance of geographically small areas, e. g., a single

housewith only a few people going in and out. IMSI-Catchers

may help to check if an individual is at home or to trace

the contacts of an individual. Figure 2 visualizes this situa-

tion: First, the attacker observes interesting subscribers (both

physically, and via the attack); later, the attacker checks for

presence of these Persons of Interest (PoI).

2.4 SUPI Concealing: SUCI
5G avoids sending the permanent identifier using an operator’s pub-

lic key that is stored in the USIM. The permanent SUPI is encrypted

with this public key before transmission (SUCI). Thus, only the

operator—but no attacker—can read the user’s identity. The SUCI is

re-generated before every usage to prevent linking of SUCIs such

that an observer cannot distinguish if the same user connects twice,
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Discovery Phase:
Collect SUCIs
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Catcher
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no.
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Figure 2: Two phases of the SUCI-catcher attack.

or if this represents two distinct users. SUPI concealing is an op-
tional feature, configurable by operators [2, Sec 6.12.2]. Without

SUCI encryption, the permanent identity is directly transmitted

with the so-called null scheme, which offers no protection. At the

moment, the specification defines two encryption schemes based

on the elliptic curves EC25519 and secp256r1 [2]. The USIM stores

the public keys of the operator along with a flag for activation.

3 SUCI-CATCHER ATTACK
We apply Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA) linkability [6–

8] to the 5G SUCI encryption scheme. In this SUCI catcher attack,

the victim indirectly discloses their identity. The UE’s initial Regis-

tration Request to the network is associated with the subscriber’s

identity. The network proceeds with an Authentication Request

and the UE can accept or reject that request. The SUCI-Catcher

attack exploits this: it fetches an authentication challenge associated
with the searched-for subscriber’s identity and sends the Authentica-

tion Request to all connecting UEs. Only the UE that accepts the

request is the wanted subscriber. The attack is divided into two

phases (cf. Figure 2): First, a discovery phase identifies subscribers

of interest and associated SUCIs. Second, when an unknown UE

connects, the SUCI-Catcher can confirm whether the unknown UE

belongs to the searched-for subscriber.

3.1 Discovery Phase
The attacker must learn any SUCI that contains the victim’s perma-

nent identity. That is, either (𝑖) a SUCI the victim has previously

used, or (𝑖𝑖) a SUCI derived from the 4G IMSI.

(i) Obtaining A SUCI via 5G: The attacker can sniff network

traffic for a SUCI or actively request (Identity Request) the

SUCI once the user connects to his/her 5G fake base station.

Connecting observed SUCIs to the Person of Interest could

happen bymonitoring a location e.g. by surveillance cameras

or with fine-grained location information.

(ii) Deriving SUCI from IMSI : If the IMSI is known, the attacker

can perform the encryption from IMSI to SUCI since the

operator’s public key is known. The IMSI can be obtained

with 4G IMSI catching, which will remain possible as long

as the phone supports 4G. Further, the IMSI can leak via SS7

attacks or smartphone apps.

3.2 Attack Phase: Linking SUCIs
The attacker is in possession of the searched-for SUCI from the

discovery phase. Now, whenever a new user UE
unknown

connects to

the fake cell, the attacker tries to find out if UE
unknown

is identical

UE is searched-for user
Auth. Response

UE is another user
Auth. Failure
[MAC Failure]

Registration Request
[unknown SUCI]

Registration Request
[searched-for SUCI]

Authentication Request

Reset & Sync

SUCI-Probe

Authentication Request
Authentication Response

Registration Request
[unknown SUCI]

UEUE

Free5GC
AMF

Amarisoft
5G Core

off-the-shelf
smartphone

Real
NetworkSUCI

Catcher

NAS via
NGAP

5G-NR

Figure 3: Attack Phase: Modified AKA-Linkability attack
with an additional reset-step that enables repetition.

to that searched-for subscriber. Figure 3 shows the attack in detail. It

consists of two parts: SUCI-Probe and Reset & Sync that are executed
in repeatedly.

3.2.1 SUCI-Probe. The SUCI-Probe resembles the AKA-Linkability

and consists of two components:

• Requesting Authentication Vectors: The Registration Request

itself is unauthenticated, and the attacker can insert the

searched-for SUCI into the identity field. The network looks

up the identity and responds to it with an Authentication

Request that only the user associated with SUCI
searched-for

can answer.

• UE confirms its identity: When the UE receives the Authenti-

cation Request, one of two cases may occur:

(i) the unknown UE is actually UE
searched-for

: The UE suc-

cessfully authenticates the network and responds with

Authentication Response, or Authentication Failure with

cause Synch Failure (which is used to synchronize the

sequence number SQN).

(ii) the UE is not UE
searched-for

: The UE sends an Authentica-

tion Failure with cause MAC Failure to the SUCI-Catcher.

3.2.2 Reset & Sync. Simply performing the SUCI-Probe has a sig-

nificant limitation: We observed that after two consecutive authen-
tication failures, the UE cancels the registration attempt (see Sec-

tion 4.2) This limitation allows an attacker to search for a maximum

of two persons of interest. Therefore, we prepend a reset stage that
performs a successful AKA between UE and network before the

actual SUCI-Probe. This also includes handling a Synch Failure to

resynchronize the sequence number at the network to avoid more
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than one consecutive failure between two SUCI-Probe steps. Con-

sequently, the attacker can repeat the SUCI-Probe step and search

for multiple persons.

3.3 Scalability: Searching multiple subscribers
IMSI -Catchers scale well: Each connecting UE only requires a single

message to determine the identity, which becomes impossible with

SUCI encryption. The basic SUCI-Probe supports testing for a single
identity. We extended the scheme with an additional reset stage

that ensures that no two consecutive authentication failures occur.

This allows scaling the SUCI-Catcher attack and search for multiple
subscribers among connecting UEs: each smartphone entering the

cell is tested for a series of subscriber identities.

Suppose the attacker is interested in 𝑁 subscribers and collected

SUCIs for those during the Discovery Phase. The attacker needs to

send 2𝑁 Authentication Requests to each connecting phone. Simi-

larly, the attacker needs to request 2𝑁 authentication vectors from

the real network, which can be lowered to 𝑁 if old authentication

vectors are re-used during the SUCI-Probe stage.

Conveniently, the reset stage allows performing multiple Au-

thentication procedures in a row without forcing the unknown user

to re-connect on the radio layer. Still, the procedure assumes that 𝑖)
the real network provides fresh authentication challenges without

limit, and 𝑖𝑖) the smartphone answers them. Therefore, we perform

dedicated experiments to explore the practical limitations.

4 ATTACK EVALUATION
We perform an over-the-air evaluation of the SUCI-Catcher in a 5G-

Standalone (SA) lab network, targeting an off-the-shelf smartphone.

We successfully run the attack and show the effectiveness 𝑖) of
the AKA-linkability attack in a functional 5G setup with SUCI

encryption enabled, and 𝑖𝑖) of the enhanced SUCI-Catcher that

allows searching for multiple subscribers. Further, we 𝑖𝑖𝑖) examine

the speed of commercial 4G USIM cards and 4G networks to find

out if networks commonly throttle the authentication procedure.

For artifacts (PCAPs and logs), see https://github.com/RUB-SysSec/

SUCI-artifacts

First smartphones with 5G-Standalone support (including SUCI

encryption) are on the market. We perform all tests with a Quectel

RM500Q board and an off-the-shelf OnePlus 8 containing the Qual-

comm X55 5G chipset. The MitM attacker is based on the open-

source core network Free5GC [26] and the Amarisoft gNodeB [5].

The victim’s UE and the attacker’s gNodeB use a 5G NR radio link

in standalone mode. The real network consists of the Amarisoft

core network. We directly relay messages between attacker and

real network through NGAP interface due to the lack of an open-

source standalone 5G UE component. Placing the MitM-attacker

on NGAP does not affect the experiment, since it only concerns

pre-authentication NAS-layer messaging where both NGAP and

radio-layer are merely the transport. We perform additional experi-

ments to show that commercial 4G/5G-Non-Standalone networks

respond as expected to our registration requests.

4.1 Proof-of-Concept: 5G SUCI-Catcher
We provision sysmocom USIM cards that include the network’s

public key and enable the USIM-service 124 ’subscription identifier

Commercial Network

Lab A B C

USIM Auth.

Responses

Valid 12.5/s 0.9/s 4.8/s 18.1/s

Invalid 16.6/s 1.1/s 6.3/s 35.1/s

Network

Auth.

Requests

First 5s 282/s 2.0/s 1.4/s 2.0/s

. . . 30s 282/s 0.8/s 0.8/s 0.9/s

. . . 60s 282/s 0.6/s 0.7/s 0.8/s

. . . 240s 282/s 0.5/s 0.5/s 1.1/s

UE

RM500Q 8.3/s - - -

OnePlus 8 8.3/s - - -

10 PoIs [worst case] 1.2 s 20 s 20 s 9,1 s

500 PoIs [worst case] 60 s 16 min 16 min 7.5 min

Table 1: Limiting factors for the attack’s scalability; commer-
cial networks already rate-limit authentication.

privacy support’ that instructs the mobile phone to perform SUCI

encryption [25]. The NULL-mode is explicitly disabled to ensure

that the permanent identity SUPI is never exposed. Both devices can

successfully register to the Amarisoft network. Once the attacker’s

cell becomes available and stronger than the original network, the

smartphone joins the cell and the attack from Section 3 begins.

We could reliably test the attack with both the Quectel RM500Q

and the OnePlus 8. The highest speed reliably achieved is 500 tested

identities within 60 seconds. Further, we could hold the UE in the

cell for more than 2 hours by regularly enforcing a new Authentica-

tion. We did not observe divergent behavior from the UE that would

require interaction. Our lab setup reflects a realistic 5G standalone

setup. However, we test with powerful lab SIM cards and a core

network without much load or throttling. Therefore, we further as-

sess commercial networks and USIM cards for their authentication

performance. Since 5G and SUCI protection is not yet rolled out,

we test the equivalent 4G network authentication.

4.2 Practical Attack Scalability
Testing for multiple subscribers requires three components to play

along: 1) the UE must not cancel the registration procedure, 2) the

real network needs to provide fresh Authentication Requests, and

3) the USIM has to answer them. All components should respond

as quickly as possible to minimize the attack runtime and enable

practical scenarios. In reality, USIMs are optimized for low cost

rather than speed, and networks may apply throttling onmessaging.

Hence, we test commercial USIM-cards and networks to observe

practical boundaries.We test over 4G and expect the same results for

5G, as it depends on the operator’s policy rather than technology.

UE. The delay between any message must not exceed the 30-

second NAS timer T3516 that interrupts unsuccessful authentica-

tion procedures. Further, the attacker’s gNodeB configures a very

high RRC inactivity timer to keep the UE connected, at least until

the next message. We found that the UE cancels the connection in

practice if no message was received within 15 seconds or after two

failed authentication attempts; hence, the regular reset & sync step.
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USIM Speed. For SIM cards, we test how fast they respond to

𝑖) valid and 𝑖𝑖) invalid Authentication Requests. We tested SIM

cards from three commercial operators and one from sysmocom

as the baseline. Authentication challenges for commercial SIMs

were requested from the mobile network, stored, and fed to the SIM

cards in one batch. Table 1 shows our results. We did not observe

throttling depending on the number of requests. Still, the speeds

vary greatly from just 0.9 valid authentications per second to 18.1/s,

and from 1.1 invalid authentications per second to 35.1/s. Our attack

requires a valid authentication as for the reset & sync step, followed

most likely by a failing authentication. Thereby, the attack would

be limited to 0.5 identity tests per second for the slowest SIM card

and 12 tests per second for the fastest card.

Network Authentication Throttling. Fresh authentication vectors

coming from the real network are key to the repeated SUCI-Catcher

attack; the network needs to supply them constantly and quickly.

We used a modified srsUE [13] that constantly maintains physical

and MAC-layer connections to the network to rapidly establish

RRC connections and send NAS Attach Requests. Table 1 shows the

results for three tested networks: We found that all networks throt-

tle after the first few requests, dropping from up to 2.0 messages per

second within the first 5 seconds to only 0.5 authentication chal-

lenges sent over a 4-minute interval. Our lab setup is unthrottled

and supplies 282 challenges per second.

Attack Scalability. The attacker can parallelize all attack steps:

Fetching the authentication token for the reset & sync step can be

done while waiting for the response to the Authentication Request

of the SUCI-Probe step. Additionally, fetching authentication tokens

during SUCI-probe is not throttled by the network because it is

requested for an alternating identity. This step can also be run in

parallel while waiting to respond to the Authentication Request of

the reset & sync step. Consequently, the scalability and runtime are

limited by the slowest step involved.

In our lab experiment, we can test 500 identities within 60 sec-

onds, which is limited by the number of attempts at the UE. We

use this insight to estimate the SUCI-Catcher attack’s scalability

in commercial networks using the most limiting factor. For all op-

erators, network throttling is the most limiting factor (0.5/s, 0.5/s,

1.1/s). We assume that the attacker looks for 10 or 500 Persons of

Interest (PoI) for our estimation. We only consider the worst-case

scenario and see that the attack scales well for small groups. In

networks A and B, it would take 20 seconds to verify if or if not the

unknown person is among the 10 PoIs. If the attacker searches 500

PoIs, it already takes 16 minutes (networks A, B) or 7.5 min (C).

5 DISCUSSION
Real-WorldApplicability and Scalability: We demonstrate link-

ing users in a 5G standalone network against a COTS 5G phone. Our

experiment is limited by using a direct NGAP interface between

the attacker and the real network, due to the lack of a modifiable

5G-SA UE component. Prior work shows MitM attackers in 4G [15],

and protocols have not fundamentally changed. Likewise, it is a

question of time until commercial platforms upgrade to 5G features.

Based on our experiments, we estimate that the attack scales

very well for few Persons of Interest (N smaller 10), but takes

much longer for large groups. Under the assumption that SUCI

catchers try to operate quietly, large-scale attacks could catch the

phones’ or operator’s attention. We conclude the SUCI-Catcher

attack is particularly suitable for targeted identification and tracking

purposes, e. g., to check if someone is at home.

Responsible Disclosure: Similar to our targeted and untar-

geted scenarios, the 3GPP distinguishes between IMSI-catching

and IMSI-probing. With IMSI-probing, an attacker already knows

the identity and wants to determine whether the subscriber is

present in a given area. Hence, introducing the SUCI was under-

stood as a countermeasure against IMSI-catching but not against

probing. Further, the 3GPP is aware of session linkability based on

the authentication, as they discuss the shortcomings of the AKA

procedure and potential mitigation in 5G systems [4]. Despite the

3GPP’s knowledge of the attack vector, we followed the responsible

disclosure guidelines to raise awareness under the GSMA members

and trigger a discussion with 3GPP groups. In particular, the 3GPP

considers the attacks less powerful compared to IMSI-Catching.

We hope that our efforts help to understand the effectiveness and

scalability of the SUCI-Catcher attack. We think the attack could

have a relevant impact in certain, targeted scenarios.

6 COUNTERMEASURES
The SUCI-Catcher works as a fake base station and exploits linka-

bility in the AKA — two starting points for an attack prevention.

Fake Base Station Prevention: The SUCI-Catcher attack ex-

ploits pre-authentication traffic and unprotected broadcasts with

the real network’s identity. The 3GPP discusses different approaches

to secure broadcast information in TR 33.809 [3]. Hussain et al. [19]

evaluate a similar approach. Securing the pre-authentication traffic

would ultimately mitigate SUCI-Catchers. This however needs to

be standardised first and offers no immediate mitigation for 5G.

Prevention of Linkability: Another option is to mitigate the

linkability of authentication responses. The 3GPP study TR33.846

proposes to hide the failure cause in the authentication reject [4].

However, our here-discussed approach does not rely on the failure

cause: it detects the UE’s presence based on the message type (reject
or accept). A solution that only hides the failure cause does not

protect against a SUCI-Catcher attack. Even if failure cause and

message type could be hidden, the attacker would observe whether

the connection establishment proceeds or not. Hence, the linkability

would not be circumvented.

Network-based Prevention andDetection: The attacker uses
the legitimate network as an oracle to generate fresh authentica-

tion vectors. A throttling mechanism reduces the attack’s scalability
effectively and requires little efforts for adoption. Operators can also

detect large scale SUCI-Catcher attacks by keeping track of already-

used SUCIs (e.g., storing them in a database). Reappearing likely

originate from an attack. However, this detection does not work

if the attacker generates SUCIs from a known IMSI. Further, the

operator could deploy a custom SUCI encryption scheme to detect

such attacker-originating requests. This scheme must guarantee

the freshness and the SUCI’s authenticity, e.g., with a counter and

UE’s private-public key pair.

UE-based Detection: The UE can detect a SUCI-Catcher attack

by detecting anomalous protocol behavior. For example, the UE can
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detect a SUCI-Catcher by observing multiple, repeated authenti-

cation request. The UE or USIM can limit or delay the responses,

which degrades the attack scalability: if the number of responses

is limited to small numbers, the attack has only a few attempts to

guess the correct authentication token. Such solutions can be inte-

grated into an App with baseband access, e. g., SnoopSnitch [24].

Conclusion The attack remains feasible as long as both the link-

ability and the generation of a fresh authentication token remain

feasible. Sustainable protocol mitigation against the SUCI-Catcher

needs to eliminate both attack causes. Networks and UEs can detect

the SUCI-Catcher’s abnormal behavior. Throttling at both sides

limits large-scale attack attempts.

7 RELATEDWORK
Basin et al. [7] performed a formal analysis of the 5G-AKA protocol

and found the SUCI linkability issue, which represents the theo-

retical foundation of the SUCI-Catcher attack. Multiple linkability

attacks are known in mobile networks. One of the first attacks

was discovered by Arapinis et al. [6]. The authors describe iden-

tification through different failure types in authentication reject

messages. We describe one variant of the SUCI-Catcher that uses

this mechanism. Other side-channel attacks disclose information

beyond the victim’s identity. Borgaonkar et al. [8] identify the num-

ber of connections the victim had through the sequence number

SQN that verifies the freshness of the authentication token. The

SUCI-Catcher could be combined with this attack variant.

IMSI-Catchers are one of the most prominent attacks in mo-

bile networks. Park et al. analyze the capabilities of 20 different

commercial IMSI-Catchers [18]. Several studies analyze fake base

station detection, e.g., by looking for suspicious traffic such as fre-

quent identity requests [11, 12, 16, 17, 24]. The repeating pattern

of the SUCI-Catcher would make the attack detectable for those

approaches. User-side detection apps were found insufficient for

sound detection [17].

8 CONCLUSION
5G networks are a key technology for future society and it is cru-

cial to protect the privacy of users. In previous generations, IMSI-

Catchers are an easy way of user identification and tracking at

scale. 5G standalone networks come with an optional protection

scheme, SUCI-encryption, that will stop transmitting the user’s

permanent identifier in plain text and hence make user identifica-

tion and tracking much harder. However, the protection does not

fully prevent linking identifiers, the starting point for our attack.

We implement a proof-of-concept SUCI-Catcher in a 5G network.

Our experiments show that the technique scales worse than tradi-

tional IMSI-Catchers especially when operators rate-limit the user

authentication, but enables targeted tracking of specific users.
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